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system which threatens the freedom of people who live within its reach .
;i'hat are we to conclude from the accounts which were given in this Assembly
by representatives of Yugoslavia of the merciless ecohomic exploitation to
which the Yugoslav people were subjected in the joint commercial enterprises
which eaisted between the USSR and Yugoslavia? VJhat are we to conclude about
the announcement made only this week that a D, :arshal of the Army of the
Soviet Union had become the b:inister of 11ar in Poland? Are these to be
taken as normal manifestations of the free and friendly relations between
equal and sovereign people?

In a recent interview with b:r. C .L. Sulzberger of the New York
Times a Communist leader in the Free Territory of Trieste, Signor Vidali,
made the following statement concerning b ;arshal Tito . He said :

"I speak of him as n,an who once belonged to the Comtaunist movement
and knew that there is one basic law -- that is our faith in
the Soviet Union, whose Socialist party has more eaperience than
any other in the struggle. He knew very well that in the
history of our movement anyone who began to fight against its
leadership inevitably joined our enemies .

"He destroyed the true Communist party and made a personal
apparatus of it . The touchstone of a man's progressiveness is
his attitude toward the Soviet Union." -

The more we contemplate this kind of relationship betsJeen the Soviet
Union and the small states on its borders which lie within its power, th e
more we are convinced that in these circumstarices lies a real danser to the
peace . Bitterness, resentment and hostility are created when relations
betvreen neighbours are based on force or the threat of force . And when
bitterness and hatred prevail, there can be no stability . Ttivice already
in this century, great wars have started because of unstable conditions in
the areas which lie on the borders of the Soviet Union . The U .S.S .R . In
endeavouring to- force everyone else out of this area, has taken upon it-
self the responsibility for the preservation there of peace . If from therule of force there comes eventually the use of force, and we are once
again confronted with violence in the border lands between the U .S .S .R .
and Western Europe, those uho are responsible will face a heavy accounting
for history .

This Soviet policy of seeking to dominate its neighbours, is
merely the extension to the international plane of the Stalinist principle
that the leadership of the Communist party of the Soviet Union mus t
dominate the body and soul of every member of every communist party through-
out the world . Puppet governments are the logical fulfillment of the
totalitarian f ifth columns i•rhich the Soviet rulers have sought to establish
in every free country on the earth . Many people, including even many
rank-and-file cor..munists, think that the basic principle of Com .-aunist
P~ties lies in socialist ideals . This is not so . The basic principle
is what they call "party loyalty", and which in communist movements means
100 per cent subservience to the party bosses, vrho must themselves be 100
per cent subservient to the rulers of Itussia .

A former editor of the Daily Uorker, Louis Budenz, in his book
"This Is My Story", at page 234 wrote: -

"The first requisite for a Communist is to understand that he is
serving Soviet Russia and no other nation or interest . Ne'er
will he be permitted to express one word of reservation or
criticism of the Soviet Government, its leaders or their
decisions . Whatever they say or do is always 100 per cent
right, and America can be right only by being in complete
agreement with the Soviet Union . 1lever, during the twenty-
five years of its existence, has the llaily Worker deviated
from that rule ; never has it ceased to prostrate itself
before Soviet leadership ."
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